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Abstract 

This paper casts light on the myth, current in China before the Opium War, 
that the Europeans could not survive without rhubarb. The myth has its 
roots in differences between pharmaceutical theories and material culture 
in the Chinese and Western traditions. In China, rhubarb was considered 
a drastic purgative, indicated only in case of grave illness. In the West, in 
consequence of a specific method of processing, it was regarded as a mild 
and gentle drug, albeit wonderfully effective in ridding the body of superfluous 
humoral substances. Thus the same herb acquired completely different 
images in China and in the West. An important factor that fostered the myth 
was the Russian government's termination of the rhubarb monopoly in the 
prelude to the Sino-Russian border conflict in the late eighteenth century. 
This gave rise to increased smuggling, which was misinterpreted in China as 
evidence that Russia stood in desperate need of rhubarb. When the border 
conflict came to an end in 1792, Russia's unusually submissive attitude tended 
to confirm this misapprehension. This article not only explains why the 
Qjng government adopted an embargo on rhubarb; it also shows how 
differing pharmaceutical views influenced international affairs. 

In the archives of the Ryukyu ifrt:B1< Kingdom is a document that one 
might dismiss as absurd, were it not for its sober bureaucratic tone. 
It is an official communique from the Chinese government to the 
ruler of the Ryukyu islands issued on 24 June 1789, informing him of 
a decree recently promulgated by the Qanlong ~!'ii Emperor (r. 1736-
1795). It deals with the embargo currently imposed by the Qng 
Empire on trade with Russia, ensuring that rhubarb, 'a particularly 
vital commodity for Russia', could not be indirectly imported via 
intermediate states. The Ryukyu Islands would, from that time onward, 
be permitted to purchase only 500 jin fr [l jin = c. 500 grammes] 
per year. In the same document, the 'rhubarb blockade' is sketched 
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out in its entirety: in addition to the imposition of rigorous controls 
in the frontier regions of Xinjiang frill and Mongolia, the civil and 
military governors of each and every coastal province are required 
to institute similar measures, to prevent illicit exports by private rack
eteers. Exceptionally, the overseas territories of Taiwan and Hainan 
wm are granted an annual allocation of 500 jin each, 'because it 
is particularly required in indigenous medicine' .1 

The 500 jin quota was imposed not only in the R yukyus, Annam 
(Vietnam) and Siam (Thailand), but even in Guangzhou fi1i'I, where 
the merchants trading with the West were concentrated. EvenJapan, 
which was so heavily dependent on China for medical raw materials, 
appears to have been affected: though there is no direct evidence of 
an embargo, the day-to-day records of Nagasaki *dfilj Trade Bureau 
show not a single consignment of rhubarb for the entire period from 
1789 to 1792.2 The embargo was only lifted in 1792, after Russia 
sued for peace and both countries ratified the Trade Treary of Kyakhta. 
In brief, the communique sheds light on the cold war that was being 
waged between the two great international powers of their time. It 
was to have repercussions throughout the Eastern and Western worlds, 
and would for a while create a furore. 

Japanese historians were the first to tum their attention to these 
matters. The seemingly bizarre document was discovered by Miyata 
Toshihiko gra~~, an authority on the history of the Ryukyus, who 
then set off on the trail of further first-hand evidence. To test the 
rationale for the embargo, he made a study of references to rhubarb 
in Russian novels, which confirmed somewhat to his surprise that 
rhubarb had indeed long been regarded in Russia as a vital drug. 3 

Another Japanese scholar, Matsuura Akira t}nfilii, used customs 
records and other documents from Qjanlong's internal bureaucracy 
to trace the route taken by rhubarb from the areas of production 
to the markets in China and abroad. He too came to an affirmative 
view of the significant role of rhubarb. 4 

However the historian of Central Asia Haneda Akira ~EEf!/3 took 
a completely different position. He did not believe that the rhubarb 
embargo could have forced Russia into submission. He asserted that 

1 Lidai bao'an 1972, juan 74, No. 12. 
2 Yamawaki Teijir6 1995, p. 233. 
3 Miyada Toshihiko 1996, pp. 371-80. 
4 Matsuura Akira 1990, pp. 43-56. 
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too much importance had been attributed to the embargo during the 
Qjng period, pointing out that the same strategy was again adopted 
during the Daoguang mJ'c reign period of the Qjng dynasty, in face 
of a far less potent military threat, and proved wholly ineffectual. 5 

Haneda's position is clearly more in line with current received opinion; 
but however correct his interpretation may be, it does not alter the 
fact that rhubarb was for a time regarded in China as an important 
instrument of sanctions. 

Clifford Foust, eininent Western authority on the history of rhubarb, 
has written copiously on the rhubarb trade and monopoly systems 
in the Czarist era.6 In the Russian sources that Foust cites, there 
seem to be no references to the Qjng government's position on the 
rhubarb trade, nor is there any material on Qjanlong's embargo. 
What precisely we are to make of the case of the rhubarb embargo 
remains therefore a considerable puzzle. 

Using previous research by Eastern and Western scholars as a basis, 
this paper sets out to reconsider this incident-which today seems 
almost inconceivable. It will begin by reviewing the different attitudes 
to rhubarb as a drug displayed in Chinese and Western pharmaco
logical literature, highlighting the relevance of pharmacological theory 
to this enquiry. It will go on to offer an interpretation of the Chinese 
view of the incident in light of the account given in the Chinese 
historical sources. Using Russian sources, it will then attempt to 
explain how a series of coincidences led the Chinese to misinterpret 
the facts of the case. In conclusion, we will see that the incident was 
a turning point, which directly influenced the tenor of Chinese foreign 
policy towards the west in the mid Qjng period. 

At first sight, this episode may seem to have more bearing on com
mercial and diplomatic history than the history of medicine. Nonethe
less, this commercial and diplomatic dispute was predicated upon 
and shaped by different approaches to pharmacology and medical 
science in the East and the West. The incident clearly exemplifies how 
medical and pharmacological ideas could and did influence people's 
views and actions in other important spheres-in this instance, inter
national relations. The concluding section of this paper presents a 
brief account of the ways in which the Chinese interpreted the 

5 Haneda Alcira 1982, pp. 355----64. 
6 The principal works of Foust consulted for the purposes of this article are Foust 

1969 and Foust 1992. 
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Westerners' avidity for rhubarb within their own medical parameters. 
A more detailed discussion of the medical and pharmacological back
ground to the incident would have to involve a comprehensive exam
ination of the systemic relations in Chinese pharmacological theory 
between medicinal properties, foods, the human body, and also the 
geographical environment. Indeed it is precisely the dynamic rela
tionship between these four factors that gives these events their dra
matic quality, and compels the attention of medical historians. The 
story of the Qjng rhubarb embargoes reveals something of the unex
plored potential for cross-fertilisation between medical history and 
the history of international relations. Owing to limitations of space, 
this paper will focus on the aspect of international relations, reserv
ing the medical and pharmacological implications for fuller treat
ment at a later date. 

Rhubarb and pharmacology 

Rhubarb, the protagonist of the events described above, is actually 
the fleshy rhizome of the rhubarb plant, used for medicinal pur
poses-rhubarb (in Chinese, dahuang *Ii) being a generic term for 
plants of the Polygonacea,e family of the genus Rheum.7 Though found 
throughout the world, it is used in different ways according to botan
ical variety as well as cultural factors. 8 In present-day Europe and 
USA for example, the word rhubarb immediately conjures up images 
of the juicy, flavoursome stems of the plant.9 But up until the nine
teenth century, rhubarb was regarded as a major drug. To this day, 
in every part of the world there are people dedicated to researching 
and promoting the medicinal uses of rhubarb, and numerous inter
national conferences are organised on the subject. 10 

In China, rhubarb has been included in every pharmacopoeia 
from the earliest herbal, Shennong Bencao Jing WA*~*!!!., onward. Its 
medicinal applications are wide-ranging--for example, the famous 
late sixteenth-century pharmaceutical encyclopaedia Bencao Gangmu 
2$:~M § ( 1590) by Li Shizhen *lliJI't ( 1518-1593) lists 48 different 

7 Jiao and Du (eds) 2000, p. 123. 
8 Haneda Alcira 1982, p. 355. 
9 Hellie 1999, p. 191. 

10 Jiao and Du (eds) 2000, p. I. 
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conditions against which it is effective. 11 However, its best-known 
use, and indeed the only one known to many folk physicians, is as 
a cathartic. 12 Scholars frequently refer to rhubarb figuratively as a 
metaphor for the adoption of drastic emergency measures. 13 But 
Chinese medical texts also issue earnest and repeated warnings that 
it is essential to establish the constitutional type of the patient before 
administering rhubarb, and that in case of incompatibility, rhubarb 
is 'prohibited'. Even that great devotee of rhubarb, Zhang Jiebing 
~fr31 (1555-1632?), who extols it as one of the Four Cardinal 

Drugs (yao zhi si wei •zl/Bft ), warns that, 'misused, it is like the 
[poisonous] zhen ti bird'. 14 

Thus many doctors were wary of rhubarb and avoided prescribing 
it for fear of using it wrongly, to the extent that 'the generality of 
physicians fear rhubarb like snakes and scorpions, and some will not 
so much as touch it all their lives' .15 For example, Ge Qjansun 
lt~f*' (1305-1353), a renowned physician of the Yuan period, pre
scribed a large quantity of rhubarb to treat his own illness, but found 
that the dose had been surreptitiously halved: 

Ge was without match as a warrior, and could bend a bow weighing 
100 dan E [the dan is a Chinese dry measure for grain, then approx
imately 76 kg]. When he suffered internal damage through illness, he 
prescribed 8 liang iJlij [the liang is a Chinese ounce, then approximately 
40 g] of rhubarb. His son, fearing that the effect would be too intense, 
secretly had the dose halved. The illness was not cured. When he 
eventually discovered what had happened, he said, 'I will be dead next 
year'. Sure enough, when the time came, he passed away. 16 

In the Western literature, rhubarb is first mentioned by Pedanius 
Dioscorides (fl. 60--78), who describes its stomachic properties and 
various other qualities, but ignores its use as a purgative. 17 The purga
tive use of rhubarb first became known, outside China, to twelfth-

11 Jinling ban dianJiaoben Bencao Gangmu, pp. 483-5. 
12 Ma et al. 1993, p. 203. 
13 For example, the famous philosopher Zhu Xi ** (1130--1200) used rhubarb 

as a metaphor to criticise the drastic reforms effected by Wang Anshi :£:'ti;;Ji 
(1021-1086). See ,?,hu::.iyu lei *rffi!li 1986,Juan 130, p. 3097. 

14 'Bencao ::.heng ;.$:ltt.iE' in Zhang Jiebin, Juan 48, p. 937. 
15 Kagawa Shuan, the upper Juan, pp. 33a-34b. 
16 Katsuki Gyuzan, the lower Juan, pp. 38a-38b. 
17 Dioscorides, pp. 232-3. 
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century Arab physicians, and was transmitted through them to Europe. 18 

Even when Westerners were aware of the cathartic qualities of 
rhubarb, they did not perceive these as alarming. This may have been 
due to methods of preparing the drug. In 1649, the English herbalist 
Nicholas Culpeper noted that when using rhubarb as a laxative, it 
must not be brought to the boil, lest its medicinal properties should 
be destroyed. Instead, it should be soaked overnight in white wine, then 
dried by heating over a very low fire. Apparently, by using this method, 
the Westerners avoided experiencing the 'intense effects' of the drug. 19 

At this time, the operation of rhubarb was explained in the West 
in terms of the theory of humours. For example, des Bruslons extols 
the virtues of rhubarb as follows: 

It readily evacuates particularly the bilious humours, and afterwards 
gently astringes and strengthens the stomach and intestines. It is given 
with great success in all obstructions of the liver, in the jaundice, in 
diarrhoeas, and in the fluor albus and gonorrhoeas: it is also an excel
lent remedy against worms. It is sometimes given as a purgative, some
times as only an alterant; and which way ever it is taken it is an 
excellent medicine, agreeing with almost all ages and constitutions. The 
only cases in which its use is to be avoided, are those in which the 
blood and viscera are too hot. 20 

Clearly rhubarb is viewed very differently through the prism of two 
different pharmacological systems and traditions of drug preparation 
in East and West. 

From the Middle Ages onwards, Arab traders monopolised the sup
ply of rhubarb to Europe.21 It was brought from Suzhou :Mfffi in North
West China (present-day Jiuquan ffli:JR in Gansu it:Mf province) to 
the port of Aleppo, whence it was transported by sea to Italy, where 
it could be sold at a high price. All this excited the curiosity of many 
Europeans. The Italian traveller Odoric of Pordenone ( l 286?-1331) 
returned from his voyages to the East singing the praises of the 
rhubarb cultivated in Gansu ('For less than one silver piece, you can 
get an entire donkey-load').22 Marco Polo (1254--1324) likewise reported: 

18 Ma et al. 1993, p. 203. 
19 Foust 1992, p. 37. 
20 Des Bruslons 1723-1730 [trans. Postlethwayt], pp. 611-12. 
21 Mazaheri 1983, p. 536. 
22 Odoric of Pordenone, p. 82. 
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'A most excellent kind of rhubarb is grown in the hills of Gansu. 
Merchants come from far and wide to purchase it, then take it to 
sell all over the world.'23 A map of the Kingdom of the Tartars pub
lished in Antwerp in 1570 bears the annotation, just within the bor
der of China: 'In the hills of this region rhubarb is grown.'24 This 
testifies to the intense interest that rhubarb aroused. 

With the advent of the age of great sea voyages, Europeans began 
searching for other sources of rhubarb: 

[After] the Portuguese entered China and requested to take up resi
dence in Macao, they purchased tea, rhubarb and other commodities 
and sold them in every part of the world. They were the envy of every 
other country, and all who got wind of this attempted to follow suit.25 

By this time, the Arab monopoly had been broken. In 1563, the Por
tuguese Garcia d'Orta recorded that rhubarb was now imported via 
two trading routes: the traditional route and the newer sea route via 
India. The former was known as 'Turkish rhubarb' and the latter 
as 'Indian rhubarb'. 26 In the seventeenth century, another trade route 
came to the fore. This was the route of 'Crown rhubarb', traded by 
Russia. 

Chinese views 

Until the mid nineteenth century, Russia was the only Western power 
to have established formal diplomatic and commercial relations with 
the Qjng empire. Russia's continued expansion into Central Asia 
and Manchuria encouraged the Qjng government to take the rela
tionship seriously. Official contacts between the Qjng government 
and Russia date from 1656, when a delegation led by Fedor I. Baikov 
visited the Qjng capital, Beijing. Though the mission failed in its 
objective of establishing diplomatic relations, it proved successful as 
a commercial fact-finding exercise, obtaining vital information for 
Sino-Russian trade including the whereabouts of rhubarb-producing 
areas and commercial sources of the plant. In 1689 the Qjng and 

23 Marco Polo, p. 204. 
24 Baddeley 196-?, vol. I, p. 107. 
25 'Yiqing jilue ~i#licll& in Wei Yuan, p. 1876 (continuous numbering). 
26 Bretschneider 2002, p. 7. 
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Russian governments signed the Treaty of Nerchinsk, which estab
lished the border between the two countries in its initial form, as 
well as setting forth the principle of equal status. This was followed, 
in l 727, by the Treaty of Kyakhta, which allowed both countries 
to trade freely through the commercial emporium of that name on 
the Mongolian border. In addition, the Russians were permitted to 
send a trade delegation to Beijing every three years, and to station 
a society of missionaries in Beijing, where a so-called 'Russian resi
dence' (Eluosi guan ~&Wrffi) was set up, although they were still 
expected to comply with the custom of paying tribute to the Qjng 
court. In other words, Russia was trading with China from the early 
eighteenth century onward, more than a century before the treaty 
ports were opened to other Western countries in the l840s.27 

As far as the Qjng rulers were concerned, by allowing the Russians 
to conduct trade, they were conferring a favour on them, in a spirit 
of control through mollification. They were largely indifferent to the 
financial returns from that trade. But for Russia, trade through Kyakhta 
was a main source of income. Up until the early nineteenth cen
tury, profits and customs revenue from Kyakhta accounted for 15 
to 20 percent of the national exchequer.28 The Russians were eager 
to acquire Chinese products such as silk, porcelain, tea and rhubarb, 
which could be resold in Western Europe at an immense profit. 

However, although trade became freer, relations between the two 
sides were volatile. Whenever anything occurred that was not to the 
liking of the Qjng government, it would respond with trade sanctions. 
Between 1744 and 1792, this happened more than ten times; and 
each time Russia eventually backed down.29 But the sanction that 
achieved the most striking success was the rhubarb embargo. On 
this occasion, the dispute centred on the Trade Treaty of Kyakhta, 
the terms of which had all been dictated by China. Subsequently, 
however, Russia not only accepted China's conditions, but did so 
with a humble and respectful attitude that was highly gratifying to 
the representative of the Qjng, Songyun tl~ (l 752-1835).30 Moreover, 
no further disputes between the two countries took place for more 

27 F1etcher in Fairbank 1978, p. 319. 
28 Lu Minghui 1991, p. 76. 
29 Li and Su 1987, p. 80. 
30 Fletcher in Fairbank 1978, p. 319. 
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than half a century. 31 The Chinese constantly harked back to this 
incident and boasted of it as a great victory. 

The dispute had its roots in Russia's refusal, in 1785, to hand 
over fugitives from Qjng justice, at large in the Russian border areas. 
Qjanlong duly imposed strict trade sanctions. This time, however, 
Russia was intransigent, and so began a stalemate that was to last 
for over four years. But in early 1789, the situation began to take 
on a very different aspect. Two cases of rhubarb smuggling were 
unexpectedly discovered in Xinjiang in North-West China, account
ing for almost 10,000 jin of the plant. Shortly afterwards, three sep
arate consignments of smuggled rhubarb were seized in Inner Mongolia 
and Xinjiang, all of them bound for Russia via Central Asia. Altogether, 
over 28,000 jin of rhubarb were involved. 32 

This series of events led the Qjng court to conclude that the trade 
sanctions had already driven Russia to the brink of disaster, and that 
the key element in this was rhubarb. Accordingly, Qjanlong declared 
the rhubarb blockade, which has been discussed earlier, and at the 
same time, he ordered a thorough investigation into the state of 
rhubarb production and commerce throughout the empire. 33 Not 
content with this, on receiving reports of a non-medicinal variety of 
rhubarb grown in Hami ~ffl- in the east of Xinjiang, he made it 
illegal for that to be harvested. 34 Imperial minister Songyun was 
entrusted with the task of conducting a twofold investigation into the 
Russian rhubarb trade and demand for rhubarb, and into ways of 
managing its impact on the domestic situation. The results of his 
investigation were as follows: 

The Russians eat a great deal of fish, and require rhubarb as an anti
dote to the toxins from the fish. They send chiefs who distribute the 
rhubarb to their subordinates, to be sold by the state to succour the 
multitude. Selling rhubarb at Kyakhta, there is just one Muslim fam
ily from Qjnghai, in whom the Russians place their greatest trust, and 
they will not buy from other dealers ... although rhubarb is a herbal 
drug, it brings boundless relief to the populace. Its curative powers 
were witnessed by Yelii Chucai 111l$~~ (1190-1244) a member of 

31 Li and Su 1987, p. 28. 
32 Da Qjng Gaozong Chun Huangdi shilu, juan 1325, pp. 206-21 b (Consecutive num

bering 19656-7). 
33 Miyada 1996, p. 122. 
34 'Border blockades', in Da Qjng huidian shili, juan 628, pp. 1141-2. 
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Genghis Khan's ( I I 62?-1227) retinue, when it was used to treat plague 
in Mongolia, demonstrating that the people of outer Mongolian are 
also suited to the use of rhubarb. When I was stationed in Kulun 
[Ulan Bator], rhubarb used to be ground into powder. Steeped in yel
low rice wine and made into pills, it was an infallible cure for all forms 
of plague. In all the Mongolian territory, the common people do not eat 
rice or other grain, but live on beef, mutton, butter and milk. Their 
viscera are extremely strong, and they are therefore suited to taking 
this [drug). In the Muslim regions of the north west such as Anclijan, 
it is less commonly consumed, but it is much used as a dye, which 
makes rhubarb an indispensable commodity in the frontier regions. 35 

Having clarified these points, Songyun turns to the matter of regulation: 

As for rhubarb, in the Mongolian monasteries of Kulun, they keep I 0 
or more jin for use as a dye. There is just one Muslim family engaged 
in this trade, but they know how to behave properly, and are very 
grateful to Your Majesty for the many honours they have received. 
As they abide by the regulations, rhubarb is not subject to sanctions 
in the Kulun area. 36 

The policy of controlling the supply of rhubarb appeared to produce 
an instantaneous effect. Scarcely had it been introduced when the 
Russians changed their tune and very abruptly became conciliatory. 
They repeatedly sent official envoys to plead for the restoration of 
commercial relations, and eventually signed a treaty agreeing to China's 
conditions. The Chinese attributed this diplomatic victory to Qjanlong's 
supernaturally cunning stratagem of employing 'General Rhubarb' 
to bring the Russians to their knees. 37 Zhao Yi ffill (1727-1814) 
famously wrote: 

The Russians regard Chinese rhubarb as the sovereign drug, and it is 
the only remedy that can cure them when they are sick. Of old, they 
have sent emissaries bearing tribute to request permission to purchase 
it. The emporium where it is imported and exported is known as 
Kyakhta. Recently, because of various infringements of the agreements, 
the government suspended trade, and placed an embargo on the export 

35 Songyun in Wang Xiqi 1962, vol. 3, p. 1833. 
36 Songyun in Wang Xiqi 1962, vol. 3, p. 1835. George Macartney praised 

Songyun as the wisest of Chinese officials; see Jindai Zhongguo dui xifang ji lieqiang 
renshi huibian, vol. 1-1, p. 7. 

37 In China, rhubarb is well known by its nickname 'General (jiangjun llUI )' for 
its rapid effect of expelling diseases from the body. 
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of rhubarb. The Russians were instantly cowed and did not dare cause 
trouble. Today, the commerce is once again permitted. Heaven pro
duces only two things of this kind [i.e. rhubarb and tea], which serve 
our Qjng Dynasty as a weapon to control the foreign barbarians. 38 

On the evidence of the Chinese sources, the sea-change in Russia's 
attitude really did go hand in hand with the implementation of the 
rhubarb embargo. If one could be transported back in time to Beijing 
to witness these events as they unfolded, one could not but conclude 
on the evidence of one's own ears and eyes that rhubarb fully deserved 
its reputation as the soldier who defeats the enemy without even 
dealing a blow. Among the Qjanlong emperor's other 'consummate 
military feats', it had required a considerable show of force to sub
due smaller states such as Burma and Annam (Vietnam), and yet 
on this occasion, mighty Russia had apparently submitted instantly 
rather than lose access to rhubarb. And because of the pattern taken 
on by events, this view became an unchallenged article of faith. 39 

Indeed, given the information then available, there was little room 
left for any other interpretation. 

Russian views 

The scenario that emerges from the Chinese sources-whereby Russia 
is vanquished by the power of rhubarb----seems plausible, and yet it 
flies in the face of common knowledge. To find an explanation for 
the attitude and reasoning of the Russians, we must tum to Russian 
sources. As noted earlier, Faust's research yields no first-hand material 
on this dispute; however it still remains the single most important 
source of reference. I have therefore used his work as a basis, sup
plemented by other documents, to shed light on the actual state of 
affairs in Russia. 

The extant records of the Russian rhubarb trade go back to the 
mid seventeenth century. According to contemporary records from 
Tobol'sk and the Baltic port of Arkhangel'sk, the import cost of 
rhubarb was around 18 roubles, while the average export price was 
46 roubles. That is, merely by importing the plant, trans-shipping it 

38 'Chaye dahuang ltl{j;Jt' in Zhao Yi 1973, juan I, p. 54. 
39 As communicated by Zhao Yi, a great authority on this period of history. 
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and re-exporting it, it was possible to make a profit of 256%.40 Thus 
the rhubarb trade was of great interest to the Russian czars. From 1657, 
when the Baikov delegation brought back the first reliable commercial 
intelligence, rhubarb became a royal monopoly, and could not be 
traded without authorisation. The monopoly remained in force, with 
brief periods of suspension, until I 781. During this time, the Russian 
brand-'Crown rhubarb'-maintained a lively presence on the Euro
pean pharmaceutical market, competing with and predominating over 
'Turkish' and 'Indian' rhubarb.41 

The regime of Peter the Great (r. 1682-1725) brought changes in 
many areas of life, and the rhubarb trade was no exception. From 
Western Europe he introduced an advanced system of drug admin
istration, one aspect of which was the quality control of rhubarb, to 
ensure that the highest standards were maintained. Almost all the 
rhubarb purchased by Russia was originally destined for the West 
European drug markets. Though small quantities were occasionally 
allocated for domestic consumption, 42 the access of ordinary people 
to rhubarb was severely limited, and when they were able to obtain 
it, they were rationed to just I pound (fant) per head. 43 Besides, 
Peter the Great now had his own Western port on the Neva, which 
not only did away with one set of customs duties, but also made it 
possible to exercise direct control over the quality of shipments. Thus, 
soon after signing the Treaty ef Kyakhta, Russia already had a com
prehensive monitoring system in place. In the Eastern import centre 
of Kyakhta, the quality of the rhubarb was rigorously monitored by 
a well-paid, specially appointed official apothecary from Western 
Europe; and at the point of export, in the port of St Petersburg, 
skilled workmen were put in charge of waterproof packaging. This 
system, whereby the government used its authority to safeguard the 
quality of rhubarb, remained in force for about a century, and con
tinued to operate for some time even after the abolition of the royal 
monopoly.44 

The Russians went to a great deal of trouble to maintain the high 
quality of Crown rhubarb. They secretly ventured into the interior 

40 Import figures from Foust 1992, pp. 46-7; export figures from Hellie 1999, 
p. 37, pp. 191-2. 

41 Foust 1992, pp. 4 7-8. 
42 Foust I 992, pp. 49-5 I. 
43 One .font was equivalent to 0.9 lb. See Foust 1969, p. 166. 
44 Foust 1992, pp. 59-60. 
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of China to seek out the sources of the best varieties and obtain seeds 
and cuttings, meeting however with little success. Therefore, the Czar 
ordered his subjects to emulate the stratagem used by the Dutch 
East India Company to control supplies of cinnamon. The plan was 
to cultivate a local puppet leader and buy all the good-quality rhubarb 
at his disposal at a fixed price, to prevent it from falling into the 
hands of their competitors.45 In 1738, a Bokharan merchant from 
Qjnghai was selected for this purpose. Commercial relations were 
established, and from that time until the beginning of the nineteenth 
century the Russians purchased their supplies of rhubarb through 
him and his descendants. 

Their dealings followed the rules of barter of K yakhta. The Russians 
paid for the rhubarb in animal pelts according to a fixed quota sys
tem. However the rhubarb offered by the Bokharan merchant needed 
careful vetting. Sometimes, he brought twice the agreed amount, but 
on examination, there was not even enough of the required standard 
to fulfil the quota. Nonetheless, the two parties continued to collaborate. 
Initially, they signed contracts for four years at a time, but this period 
was subsequently extended to ten years. The merchant could hand 
over the agreed quantity of rhubarb at any point in the duration of 
the contract, and once he had met his target, he would receive his 
quota of pelts in return. 

When the contract was signed, the Russian rhubarb trade was in 
its heyday. With prices on the West European drugs market at their 
highest, there were tenfold profits to be made. According to one sta
tistic, the proceeds from a single transaction could maintain the 
Russian army for a year, and could rise as high as 150,000 roubles. 46 

But around 1745 the fortunes of the Russian rhubarb trade began 
to wane. In order to compete, the English and Dutch had started 
dumping Indian rhubarb on the market at a low price. Though Russian 
rhubarb maintained its reputation for the finest quality, it was pro
hibitively expensive for ordinary consumers. Thus sales became increas
ingly sluggish.47 At the same time, the fixed-term quota system, which 

45 Foust 1969, p. 174. 
46 Lu 1991, p. 71. Foust also notes that between 1735 and 1740 the Russian 

exchequer was enriched by 384,000 roubles profit from the rhubarb trade; see Foust 
1992, p. 64. 

47 With regard to the maritime trade in rhubarb by the Western states during this 
period, the total volume of traffic in 1764 was two and a half times the amount 
imported by Russia. See Morse 1926-29, vol. 5, pp. 121-2; p. 196. 
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had been instituted to ensure a steady supply of a high-quality prod
uct, also made it impossible to tailor supply to demand. Moreover, at 
the insistence of successive czars, when selling prices were unfavourable, 
it was mandatory to wait for the highest offer rather than reduce the 
asking price. Then, at the end of the eighteenth century, costs began 
to be included in the calculation of middlemen's fees and pharmacists' 
salaries. Added to the purchase price, this doubled the unit cost of 
rhubarb.48 All these factors, in the context of a constantly fluctuating 
market and increasingly fierce competition from keenly-priced Indian 
rhubarb, led to heated debate in government circles as to whether 
there was any point in continuing to trade. Finally in 1781 Catherine 
the Great (r. 1762-1796) took the decision to throw the rhubarb 
trade open to the public, thus putting an end to a century-long royal 
monopoly.49 

When we come to verify the Chinese version of events by reference 
to the Russian sources outlined above, we find nothing corresponding 
to the accounts of seized contraband, so we have no way of telling 
whether these really were smugglers or just private citizens engag
ing in trade after the end of the monopoly. At all events, there is 
a sharp discrepancy between Songyun's findings and the facts as pre
sented in the Russian sources. Although Russia did not lack the nat
ural resources for a fishing industry, her fisheries were virtually 
exhausted even before the 1 700s; and the output value of livestock 
farming was low. In fact up until World War II, the staple diet for 
most of the Russian population consisted of grain products. 50 Thus, 
the Russian merchants' extreme eagerness for rhubarb was moti
vated by profit, and had nothing to do with the supposed need to 
save their fellow-countrymen from the toxic effects of fish. 

Likewise, the czars imposed quality controls at Kyakhta, not out 
of a benign desire to minister to the medical needs of a desperately 
sick populace, but simply to ensure a good price. There were rhubarb 
pedlars all over Russia, but they were trammelled by excessive prices 
and numerous petty regulations. Within Russia, rhubarb was sold 
by the ;::,olotnik, the smallest unit of weight, normally used for pre
cious metals.51 It could be said that the czars were not remotely 

48 Lu 1991, p. 71. 
49 Foust 1992, pp. 76~7. 
50 Hellie 1999, p. 131; p. 52; p. 71. 
51 One zolotnik was equivalent to 4.25 grammes. See Hellie 1997, p. 37; p. 191. 
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interested in 'succouring the multitude', but merely in extracting still 
more wealth from the purses of their subjects. 

When Qjanlong ordered the rhubarb embargo, the czars' 'rhubarb 
fever' had long since abated. The official purchasing system identified 
by Songyun had actually just been abolished, although some official 
apothecaries remained in service at the frontiers. Had the mono
poly system still been in existence, with its non-negotiable pricing pol
icy and attendant overstocking and sluggish sales, there would have 
been no inducement to smuggle rhubarb. It was precisely because 
rhubarb could now be bought and sold freely, undercutting the official 
fixed prices-and hence there was a profit to be made-that mer
chants found it worth their while to transport (or smuggle) it over 
the border of Xinjiang. The Qjng court's belief that Russia was on 
the brink of disaster stems from a misinterpretation of the facts. 

It was indeed the case that the Russians had a special relationship 
with a trusted Muslim family from Qjnghai. However, one reason 
why they were so keen to collaborate was that payment could be 
made at any time within a ten-year period, so there was no pressure 
to fulfill delivery deadlines. Therefore, cooperating with the Qjng 
embargo was a matter of convenience. 

Given the military might of Russia at the time, there was no rea
son for her to avoid armed conflict. When Qjanlong imposed the 
rhubarb embargo, this provoked grave displeasure at the Russian 
court. Prince Potemkin even boasted that, given 10,000 soldiers, he 
could march them unimpeded straight across China. However, the 
Kyakhta trade was a major source of revenue for the Russian czars. 
Until the early nineteenth century, profits and customs duties from 
Kyakhta accounted in an average year for 15 to 20 percent of 
the national exchequer.52 This is why Russia voluntarily yielded in 
the previous several border disputes. More importantly, Russia was 
alert to the rapid inroads that Britain was making into commerce 
with China, and felt that she could not afford to be long absent 
from the European markets. Moreover, the questions of preserving 
face, handing over smugglers etc., to which the Qjng court attached 
so much importance, were not issues on which Russia cared to insist.53 

Having weighed up the situation, Catherine the Great did not 
scruple to flatter the self-esteem of the Qjng court through a show 

52 Lu 1991, p. 76. 
53 Fletcher in Fairbank 1978, p. 319; p. 326. 
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of submission, if it would help to restore commercial relations. 
Nonetheless, there is no trace in the Russian archives of the ingra
tiating documents in which she kowtowed to China. 'Collected diplo
matic communications between Russia and China' ( 1619-1 792), an 
important documentary source for the history of relations between 
the two countries, began to be compiled just after the signing of the 
Trade Treaty, so one might assume that this is where these documents 
would be found. And yet only four scattered memoranda are preserved, 
in relation to the entire eight-year course of this major dispute. The 
Russian policy decisions and apparent show of conciliation are passed 
over in perfect silence. Were we to rely on the Russian documents 
alone, we would know nothing at all about this side of the story.54 

Consequences and conclusions 

In the prelude to the Opium Wars, Imperial Commissioner Lin Zexu 
~J{lj~ ( l 785-1850) sent a communique to Queen Victoria (r. 
1837-190 l ), threatening to counter British opium trading with a 
rhubarb embargo. Today, this may sound ridiculous; however it is 
important to realise that this threat forms part of a reasoned argu
ment, and as such is certainly based on considerations that Lin Zexu 
believed to make sense. The logical source of his misunderstanding 
lies in the 'successful' experience of the rhubarb embargo of 1789. 
Nor was this an isolated instance: in a series of clashes between 
China and Britain in 1808, 1829 and 1834, China repeatedly obtained 
concessions apparently after threatening to impose an embargo on 
rhubarb. This lent further credibility to the Chinese rhubarb myth.55 

If these episodes are less well known, it is only because the disputes 
were on a smaller scale. 

The way in which the Qjng government extrapolated its view of 
Russia to Britain also had its justification. Writing in 1821, the first 
year of the Daoguang reign period, Xiao Lingyu at.rm noted that, 
on learning of the reconciliation between China and Russia in 1792, 

54 In his account of the border disputes between China and Russia, Foust gives 
a particularly succinct description of this episode. It can be deduced from this that, 
with the exception of CoUected Sino-Russian Di,plomatic Documents (E-:(,hong liangguo wai
jiao wenxian huibian), the Russian sources lack material in this regard. 

55 Yue haiguan ;;.hi 1935, pp. 45-48; 'Lu Kun zhuan &;11111'' in Qjngshi gao lit~-, 
1977-1979, Juan 379, p. 11604 (continuous number). 
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the four foreign states trading in Guangzhou promptly requested to 
be exempted from the 500 Jin quota. From a contemporary analysis, 
we can gather some of the grounds for the Chinese faith in rhubarb 
as an instrument of sanctions: 

It is in the nature of barbarians that they have a predilection for dairy 
products, which cause intestinal blockages that can be relieved only 
with rhubarb and tea; and unless they take these, they become criti
cally ill. At one time, commerce with the Russians at Kyakhta was 
suspended; and all the foreign countries trading in rhubarb from 
Guangzhou were rationed to 500 jin, to prevent any being passed on 
to the Russians. When trade was resumed, the chief people from among 

. the red-haired aliens came as a body to beg for the quota to be lifted. 
For if they became sick, without this drug there was no hope for them. 
Qjqiang tea [ a prized tea from the Hangzhou area] was also required. 56 

This passage illustrates well the process of reasoning then current in 
China. Supposing that the Westerners were so anxious to buy rhubarb 
for health reasons, it made sense to assume that mass panic would 
ensue, if they were deprived of the drug that they clearly so des
perately needed. In the absence of any knowledge of the very different 
pharmacodynamics of rhubarb in Western medicine, the Western 
demand for rhubarb was interpreted in terms of the Chinese view 
of this drug as a very potent purgative. At the time, the Chinese 
were not in a position to imagine that rhubarb could be wanted for 
any other reason than to purge an acute and dangerous intestinal 
blockage. This misreading arose out of fundamental differences between 
Eastern and Western pharmaceutics, which chimed with the set of 
commercial and political circumstances described above. 

This then was the background to Xiao Lingyu's attempt to use 
the threat of a rhubarb embargo to place pressure on Britain. 
Moreover, since this strategy had been tried and tested on several 
occasions, it is no wonder that an unconditional belief in its efficacy 
had taken root. To make sense of the Chinese view, we must con
sider it within this nexus of events and information. 

From a present-day vantage point, the Qing protagonists can 
indeed be seen to have made a ludicrous miscalculation. But the main 

56 'Yue dong shibo Jun tt•mMiit, in Wei Yuan, juan 49, p. 2797 (continuous 
numbering). A reference to the request by the Western states for the quota of 500 
jin to be lifted can also be found in Haiguo sishuo, juan 3, p. 97. 
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intention of this paper is not to expose their apparent misconceptions, 
but to try to explain the valid reasoning that lay behind these. Though 
they may seem less than perspicacious to us today, they took pride 
in basing their actions on proper research, and demanded hard evi
dence. The series of contraband seizures and Russia's capitulation, 
hard on the heels of the embargo, are all things that really happened, 
not fabrication. There was no shortage of intelligence to corroborate 
the facts as the Qjng court saw them. One might say that they con
structed a valid syllogism on the basis of a false premise. Uninformed 
as they were of the realities of the Western world, they resorted to 
guesswork and conjecture according to their own lights. 

In conclusion, the semblance of victory produced by a combination 
of cultural misinterpretation and chance events during the rhubarb 
embargo affair of 1789 greatly increased China's sense of self-impor
tance, and created the myth that 'so long as there is rhubarb, there 
can be no enemies under the heavens', which was to endure for sev
eral decades. At the same time, it prevented China from immediately 
appreciating how powerful Europe had become, or recognising the 
opportunities presented by international trade and political develop
ments. Up until the time of the Opium Wars, the country was per
vaded by a sense of optimism, and only the outbreak of hostilities 
finally brought some realisation of what was actually afoot. Through 
a combination of misunderstandings and coincidences, rhubarb pro
duced this tragicomic interlude in modem Chinese history. 
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